Avetta Analytics 2.0

Get the insights you need to make better decisions
When it comes to ensuring business continuity, decisions need to be made quickly and accurately. Avetta Analytics 2.0
is the robust reporting and analytics engine that drives visibility of Avetta’s supply chain sustainability platform. It
delivers critical, easy-to-understand insights to address your most urgent questions and make data-driven decisions
with confidence.

How it Works
1

Leverage our dashboard
library with templated reports,
and visualizations built using
over a decade of customer
feedback.

2

Extend data sets and dive
deeper by easily editing
existing templates to answer
your specific questions.

3

Build your own reports using
the intuitive analysis builder
with drag and drop
functionality.

The Benefits
Better Business Decisions

Self-Service Analytics

Detailed reports, intuitive data
visualizations, and an at-a-glance
KPI dashboard empower you to
make data-driven risk management
and procurement decisions with
confidence.

Easily build interactive dashboards,
where you can filter by unique KPIs to
gain instant insights and supply chain
confidence. Features also allow you
to drill all the way down to record
level and perform ad-hoc analysis.

Business Insights

Improved Performance

Transform and compare data in a
smart, intuitive drag and drop
interface. This supports data-driven
risk management and procurement
decisions. Gain visibility into a
variety of workflows.

What gets measured gets improved.
Improve performance with insights to
identify, monitor, and address supply
chain sustainability gaps.

I work with Avetta because it means you don't spend time collecting data. The work is done for you. You get to review
it, you get to pick who you want to use it, and spend your time on more important things.
- Jessie Brown, Projects Safety Coordinator, Shell Puget Sound Refinery
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The Capabilities
Dashboard Library
With over 50 prebuilt dashboards and charts you can
quickly and easily gain visibility into compliance,
exception, variance, supply chain and physical security
management to support critical business roles.

Intuitive Interface
Build oﬀ the value of templated analyses by quickly and
easily editing existing reports, visualizations, and
dashboards. Extend data sets to get detailed answers to
your specific business questions.

Analysis Builder
Build your own analysis from scratch with an
easy-to-use analysis builder that puts you in control
and gives you the freedom to explore your data on your
terms.

Effortlessly Share Insights
Collaborate and stay up to date on the data with the
biggest impact on the organization by sharing
dashboards with colleagues and coworkers.

Business Analysts
Need additional help? Avetta’s experienced team of
analysts provide deep business intelligence expertise.
They will help you dig through the data to get the
answers you need.

KPI Alerts
Continually monitor KPIs and get alerted when
important changes occur.

See Avetta Analytics 2.0 in Action
Schedule your demo today at avetta.com/demo
To learn more visit avetta.com/solutions/analytics

Coming Soon:
Report Manager

Scorecard

Worker Insights

Multilingual

Manage and schedule reports to a wide audience through
one centralized location.
Spot trends in worker data, predict outcomes, and get timely
recommendations.
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Connectivity to Scorecard data makes the site safety metrics
easily visible.
Support for a wide variety of languages to support customers
around the world.

